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Presentation Notes
When I saw the call go out for presentations for this conference, an element of which focused on Identity, I thought immediately of some research I’ve been thinking of doing for about 4 years, & I thought this might be a good opportunity to explore some of the ideas around it, and get a little into the literature. For some reason I’ve been fairly fascinated by this topic, so hopefully you’ll find it as interesting as I do.



Lego Librarian Rare Books by M. Cheung: https://www.flickr.com/photos/mwscheung/15197798540

https://www.teepublic.com/t-shirt/1001903-librarian-mother

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First off – apologies to the men in the audience. I don’t mean to ignore your experiences, either as a father OR as a librarian; I know you’re battling your own stereotypes as a minority in a feminized profession (most estimates put women at around 70% of librarians). But since my experience is as a woman, and a mother, that’s what I focused on – and to be fair, what most of the literature focuses on as well. So I hope you will still glean something interesting from this talk, and I’m not intentionally obscuring your experience. So… As we all know, librarians are faced with a couple of well-known stereotypes: The Spinster Librarian, and the Sexy Librarian; the hipster librarian might be a close third. I’m sure we’ve all seen these images, so I’ll spare you from showing them (plus I was having a hard time finding any that were creative commons licensed!)I myself was prepared for a life of spinster librarianship when I came to the University of Lethbridge as a newly-minted librarian in my mid-30s, having returned to do my Masters after my first career in the marketing world. But life changed, and in a few years I was no longer a spinster… and I found myself with a new role, for which there were few models: the Librarian as Mother.A quick google scholar search turns up nothing for Librarian + mother or Librarian + parent. Google itself turns up little more; the most impressive thing I found was this t-shirt (available at the online site Tee Public) and a blog post about work-life balance by librarian Meredith Farkas which read much like any other profession on the topic of work-life balance.------------------------------------------------------------Eric Jennings, in a recent (2016) article, called out librarians’ obsession with their stereotypes, “reactionary inferiority complex” in the continual reaction to and perpetuation/refutation of these images; but nonetheless, they exist, and a quick search turns up dozens of articles analyzing the images in media and society and wonders how to change them. But why do they exist, and persist? And why do none of them encapsulate librarians as mothers?Eric Jennings (2016) The librarian stereotype: How librarians are damaging their image and profession. College & Undergraduate Libraries, 23:1, 93-100, DOI:10.1080/10691316.2016.1134241Farkas, Meredith (2010). Finding the work/family/fun balance and identity as a librarian/parent. Information wants to be free <blog>. https://meredith.wolfwater.com/wordpress/2010/02/22/finding-the-workfamilyfun-balance-and-identity-as-a-librarianparent/  
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Database searches turn up little more: a few advice columns to librarian mothers in the 70s, and a smattering of others – but the pickings are slim. A keyword search for the ‘motherhood’ and ‘academic librarians’ in academic search complete turned up TWO articles, both of which I’d already come across over the past few years as I’ve mused on this topic. This is in stark contrast from the general academic literature, which hosts a wealth of books and articles on the challenges of parenting in the professoriate. But nothing specific to librarians.I wondered why. Why, as I looked around, were so few of my colleagues mothers? Why, for those who were parents, did they often stop at one child? Notably – this seemed to only hold true for the women librarians I knew, and particularly academic librarians – male librarians, public librarians, and library technicians didn’t seem to hold this standard. So was it something to do with women in academia? While challenging, certainly, the no child/one child argument didn’t necessarily hold up with faculty in other disciplines, at least in my own anecdotal experience. So what is it? Are the type of people who are attracted to librarianship less likely to have children, or more likely to stop at one if they do? Is it a personality preference? Is it the particular demands of academic librarianship on women? 



Both MLSs and MBAs 
were less likely to be 
married and less likely 
to have children than 
the general US 
population
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One early article (1990) I came across compared women MBAs to women librarians in order to compare the ability to balance work and family in a male-dominated profession vs a feminized one. They found equal percentages were married and had children in both groups, though they did find many who wished to be parents and weren’t – an affliction more common for the MBAs (who also, interestingly, wanted more children). Notably this did not focus on academic librarians and as such, found more librarian parents able to find part-time work while parenting, something that could considerably help with the balance (and something much more unlikely for an MBA to find). Also interesting: of the single women, more MBAs than MLIS wanted children. In general compared to the general population (US), both groups were less likely to have children and less likely to be married.Olson, J. E., Frieze, I. H., & Detlefsen, E. G. (1990). Having it all? Combining work and family in a male and a female profession. Sex Roles. https://doi.org/10.1007/BF00289766



“While I am not certain, I think I would 
have had more time to develop 
friendships and enter into a marital 
relationship that led to having a child –
if I had steered clear of this tenure-
track position. I blew it!” - interviewee
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Presentation Notes
Graves, Xiong, and Park in 2008 surveyed tenured and tenure-track librarians at ARL libraries to determine if having a child disadvantaged them in the tenure process, or vice-versa. They rightly note that while the literature is rife with analysis on the demands of parenthood and academia in general, very little has been written about librarianship – quite different from the other disciplines in that often, our schedules are much less flexible and the workload balance quite different than that of other faculty. They wondered if the demands on women, often the primary caregivers, could contribute to their lack of parenthood – they just thought it would be too demanding. They reference the general studies of academics on the tenure track which seem to suggest that women are penalized with career progress and/or tenure if they have children before getting tenure. (the same is not shown for men in academia). (One of the books they reference, “Do Babies Matter?” seems to be one of the more recent, seminal works on academia and parenthood.)This article does reference the practice at most institutions of tenure clock stoppage or an extension for such – certainly this was the case at my institution, and I suspect at many other institutions, where maternity leave just ‘didn’t count’ and my years picked up where I left off on my return. However, I know other faculty members who didn’t really stop during that year… they were still working, attending conferences, conducting research. Whereas other than revising a few previously submitted articles, I really did very little ‘work’ during my maternity leave and subsequent additional year’s leave without pay (a huge luxury I realize). I do recall, though, talking to my faculty association president about potentially going for tenure a year early in order to get it done before my mat leave – and he said “well you’re not going to take the whole year off, are you”? I felt judged, shamed, and shocked all at once – and it made me realize that perhaps not taking the full year was much more common than taking it. Fortunately I didn’t cave to the pressure and though I was told by my UL that I couldn’t go for tenure early, I took my bit more than two year leave and returned, to get tenure the following year.This article cites a 2005 article from Chronicle of Higher Education which indicated that of those who stopped the tenure clock, 37% stopped it for one year; 41% for two years, and 22% for three years, which surprised me – however, many were unaware and/or were intentionally not opting in, being worried about their reputations & not wanting to seem like they needed special accommodations. Wilson, R. (2005, December 7). Rigid tenure system hurts young professor and women, university officials say. Chronicle of Higher Education, A12.To try to combat this, Princeton made tenure stoppage mandatory for both men AND women on the birth or adoption of a child. Valdata, P. (2005). The ticking of the biological and tenure clocks. Diverse: Issues in Higher Education, 22(20), 34-37.But back to librarians. The authors of this article point out, and rightly so, that this is a feminized profession, clearly heavy on the female side – so this is an issue that impacts us probably disproportionately to most professions. And I’m sorry if I’m not properly acknowledging men here – it just seems to me that women’s experience of motherhood is quite different than that of fatherhood, though I realize not all men are distant and unhelpful. But it’s specifically motherhood that I was interested in, so that is my focus. These authors express surprise, as I did, that not more had been written on the topic specific to librarians, as we aren’t necessarily the same and in some ways quite different than other academics. And what they did find, like me, was more ‘advice to working mothers’ rather than actual research studies. So they create one themselves. The authors surveyed 264 male and female librarians in tenured or tenure-track positions. They found 27% of librarians had young children (<6) during their pre-tenure years, most of those with only 1 child. Granted, it’s possible that with these pre-tenure people, they are presumably younger and potentially might have more children in the future.  Of those that were already tenured, only 25% of the women had young children while going through the tenure-track process, while 43% of the tenured male faculty had young children at that time. They also found that all respondents who chose to postpone having children (or having more children) due to the tenure process (one man delayed having more children).The authors also reported a hindsight effect in which those who went through the tenure process with young children felt it was a detriment at the time, but looking back felt it was not a hindrance. And women worried about it more than men did.  This study also found, like the 2005 article, that faculty were hesitant to take advantage of leave programs available to them. Clearly some normalizing and encouragement needs to be done around this. There was also some indication that those without children felt that there shouldn’t be special provisions made for those with children in the tenure process, regardless of gender, while both men and women felt that there should be modifications made to the process (the authors didn’t indicate what those modifications should be; another question indicated that no one believed those with children should receive additional support in the process). I certainly came away with the sense, though, that those without children felt they toughed it out, so could those with children. This certainly has never been my sense, where everyone is supportive and understands when childcare issues crop up for those of us who encounter such things.Many of the comments referred to guilt on the parents’ part about potentially missing out on their childrens’ young lives. Many referred to the necessity of a supportive partner. The authors conclude that there seem to be few tenure-track librarians with young children, though they didn’t link this data to the age of the respondents, which could clearly have an impact.This article cited a Finkel and Olswang study from 1996 in which 56% of female assistant professors at multiple disciplines at one university had children. This hints at the fact that librarians may have fewer children, as this study found only 43% of the librarians had children.Finkel, S. K., & Olswang, S. G. (1996). Child rearing as a career impediment to women assistant professors. The Review of Higher Education, 29(2), 123-139.The authors conclude with a few recommendations around family friendly policies, leave provisions, and the ability for job sharing – something that I personally would have jumped at, and would have alleviated most of my anxiety and guilt at returning to work. I love being a librarian, but I also love being a mother – and I really didn’t want to have to spend more hours at work than I did with my child. But I did. And though I am sure that the socialization and education that he has received at daycare/preschool/kindergarten has benefited more than hurt him, it still stuns me that his teachers spend more time with him than I do.



1985 STUDY

- Male library administrators were more likely to…
 Be married
Have children
Have more children
Have younger children

- Than women administrators.
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Graves, Xiong, and Park  did reference a 1985 study in which Betty Jo Irvine interviewed over 370 library directors and found that male academic library administrators were more likely to be married and have children, have more children, and have younger children, than women administrators. This went in line with my general observations and theories.Irvine, B. J. (1985). Sex Segregation in Librarianship: Demographic and Career Patterns of Academic Library Administrators. Contributions in Librarianship and Information Science no 53. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press.



80% cited helpful partners, family support, 
or live-in childcare as key to success.
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This actually contradicted a later study done on a similar topic; in 2005 Zemon & Bahr updated Irvine’s work and interviewed academic library directors who were also mothers; these women suggested that being a parent had no effect on their careers – but almost to a person, they attributed this success to supportive partners. But Graves, Xiong and Park rightly point out that by only interviewing directors, they by default were restricting their sample to just those who had made it successfully – what of those who hadn’t? They did however note a few who hadn’t reached the goals they’d hoped, and those respondents did attribute this to motherhood.This study by Zemon & Bahr summarized the literature from other male-dominated professions such as law, accounting, and business and concluded that women without children in these professions are twice as likely to be successful than those with children. This holds true in academia, where those who have children within a few years of their PhD are 30% less likely to end up in a tenure track position, and only 1/3 of those teaching in a university ended up becoming mothers. This particular study (US only) estimated that 60-70% of academic librarians are women, 40-50% of them in director positions. In their survey, they found that 63% had children. Those with children were equally represented across institution types. Half of them had children before  or after they attained these administrative positions, and ½ had the children during.  Of those with children, 51% had two; 26% had one; 15% had three; and 8% had four or more. So there goes my theory on the single child trend, at least among directors. As an aside – respondents with no or one child were more likely to be hired from another institution than promoted from within, which stands to reason as they are potentially more mobile. 65% of these women said having children did not influence their advancement and most of them thought they had successfully achieved their goals. (and conversely, those who said they were unsatisfied with their careers / outcomes attributed this to having children). I was shocked to see that only ¼ of them took maternity leave. Keep in mind this was an American survey – but wow. 80% cited helpful partners, family support, and live-in childcare as key in being able to manage their careers – the most significant of these being the helpful partner. I saw this theme recurring in the later literature I read on academic mothers in general. Many of those who found success either had stay-at-home or otherwise very dedicated fathers. Zemon, M., & Bahr, A. H. (2005). Career and/or Children: Do Female Academic Librarians Pay a Price for Motherhood?. College & Research Libraries, 66(5), 394-405. 



Both men and women felt relative equality in terms of 
leadership opportunities, including those with a family.
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And then just recently, Emmett Lombard released an article just this year that reported on a survey of 92 academic librarians which overall painted a fairly rosy picture of the outlook of equal opportunities for leadership for men and women. While comments illuminated some overt and implicit biases against women with children, for the most part the statistics showed that both men and women felt generally that opportunities were there for women, regardless of family status. Most of the issues were seen more at the institutional level – which, if it’s anything like ours, is still very male-dominated and therefore more difficult for a female library dean to be ‘at the table’ in the same way.Lombard, E. (2018). Gender and Leadership in Academic Libraries. Journal of Academic Librarianship, 44(2), 226–230. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.acalib.2018.02.003



“Being a librarian has made me a better mother, and being a mom 
has actually made me a better librarian” (quote from interviewee)
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Presentation Notes
Gallin-Parisi, Alexandra. The joy of combining Librarianship and Motherhood. Journal of Academic Librarianship. Nov2015, Vol. 41 Issue 6, p839-846. 8p. DOI: 10.1016/j.acalib.2015.09.002. I was thrilled to find this article, which started to hint at the things I was wondering about. The author explicitly states her goal of focusing on the positive aspects of being a mother and a librarian, something that I had seen once before in Samantha Schmehl Hines’ article, “More than just story time”, and is somewhat of a focus in a couple of the books on academic mothering in general, which I’ll come to later. In THIS article, she interviewed 21 full-time academic librarians (US only) who were currently mothers to children <4 about their experiences, from which she drew six themes: -   Pride in professional identity – most of these women LOVED their jobs and found it very fulfilling; it wasn’t something they wanted to give up when they had childrenTime away from children – the idea that time away from their children made them better mothers, a sentiment echoed to me by a close friend (an occupational therapist) when I had anxiety about returning to work. Having more patience and focus with your child when you are present, focusing on that limited time with them; some felt if they were home all day with them they would be lonely and unfulfilled. There was also mentions of the benefits of daycare in terms of the socialization for children.Being a role model – good for kids to see parents in another, professional role; good for them to see that women can do anything, and that work makes them happySharing the values of librarianship – raising information literate kids (who hopefully will scrutinize media messages and rhetoric); open minded and aware of privilegeIncreased sensitivity to students – more caring and empathetic to students’ needs; see them more as humans (and other peoples’ children)Avoiding professional burnout – forced to draw a line between work and home; work less likely to bleed into home life, and more efficient when you are at work. This is certainly true for me. I tend to chat less because I know I have to get certain things done; I can’t just ‘do it tonight’. And a colleague once told me I seemed happier on my return from my mat leave – and I think she was right. I now had another focus, another reason for being; all of my identity and hopes and dreams and goals weren’t focused soley on work, so I was able to brush off irritants at work in a way that they used to fester and linger when I didn’t have an outside focus.She is quick to note that not all was joy and roses, and while some interviewees identified more negatives than positives, the opposite was true for the majority.“Being a librarian has made me a better mother, and being a mom has actually made me a better librarian” (quote from interviewee)



“I really feel like I can’t take advantage of any 
of these [flexible policies] because I need to 
prove myself worthy of the investment they are 
making in me.”

“I’m just one of those people who feels very 
responsible for being in this situation, for having 
kids while I hve this job, and so I need to show them 
that I can do it and I can work during my maternity 
leave and everything.” – quote from interviewee

Presenter
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Gallin-Parisi published a follow up article quite recently based on that same research, this time focusing on how administrators can support their librarians in their quest to ‘have it all’, including policies, flexibility, and empathy. It reminded me once again that we are much more fortunate in Canada than the US with our much more generous parental leave provisions. But it also brought up the fact that sometimes mothers can actually be MORE productive in their attempt to ensure no one thinks they are slacking; they tend to overcompensate, because they don’t want people to think they are getting special provisions. And I know I’ve been guilty of that. When I work at home, I carefully keep track of my hours so I can ‘prove’ that I was actually working; I make sure that I respond to emails promptly, so people don’t think I’m slacking. Gallin-Parisi, A. (2017). It’s a marathon, not a sprint, and other lessons for supporting librarianship and motherhood. Library Leadership & Management, 31(4), 1–14. Retrieved from https://journals.tdl.org/llm/index.php/llm/article/view/7213/6429Another recent article, practical advice: Bedoya, J., Heller, M., Salazar, C., & Yan, M. (2015). How to hack it as a working parent. Code4lib, (28). Retrieved from http://journal.code4lib.org/articles/10409 



“Because I work in a 
library, I feel like I 
should be reading to 
my son ALL THE TIME! 
So when I am not, I feel 
guilty, like somehow I 
am letting him down.” –
quote from interviewee
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Presentation Notes
Hines, S. S. (2014). More than just story time: How librarianship prepares you for parenting, and vice versa.” In D. Lowe-Wincentsen (Ed.), Skills to Make a Librarian: Transferable Skills Inside and Outside of the Library.Oxford: Chandos Publishing.I mentioned this article earlier – it’s interesting, and touches on some of the themes that Gallin-Parisi did in the benefits of combining librarianship and motherhood. Again, most of these are possibly generalizable for all working mothers, not necessarily just librarians. She summarizes the literature, mentioning the increased patience and communication skills one develops while parenting also being a benefit at work as well as the increased organizational skills and necessity of focus. She also notes another benefit specific to librarianship that I found as well, which is while sifting through the masses of parenting information out there, one has perhaps a more critical eye on the advice (and we know better than to ask Dr. Google for medical advice). It’s an interesting read, based on a small survey sample (33 completed) of parent librarians. 21 of those were academic librarians; the others public, with one school and one special librarian. All but three felt parenthood had affected their practice as a librarian. The biggest positive they saw was the increased compassion and understanding. The second biggest was their increased advocacy for work-life balance, workplace flexibility. They also explicitly mentioned patience, efficiency, ability to set limits, and conflict resolution. For those in public libraries, they better related to the children in the library. Negatives: lack of focus, time constraints, and guilt.As far as how being a librarian impacted their parenting, slightly fewer (all but 6) felt the influence go the other way. Those that did mentioned instilling a love of reading and literacy in their children; the ability to help with homework and understand technology; and I think quite crucially the ability to critically analyze media. Negatives including not enough time to fully enjoy parenting, and the pressure to instill that love of reading (“I feel like I have to read to my son ALL THE TIME”, a sentiment I certainly relate to)Despite her desire to focus on the positives, she did mention an overall sense of guilt and overwhelming from her respondents.  She also acknowledged the increased necessity for understanding and policies to focus on these areas, with the increase in millennials in the workplace with their desire for work-life balance.



“If you’re an untenured 
faculty [member], you want 
to be seen as sort of the 
tough guy, and I don’t need 
time off….You know, you 
took all this time off. You 
should be worried about 
your tenure. You need to 
get in here.” – quote from 
interviewee

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This article was notable for its observation that not only do women feel pulled by their work and home demands, but there is a gender bias that works against men as well: they are penalized for being too involved with children, are looked upon more unfavourably for taking leave provisions, and aren’t given as much ‘slack’ as perhaps women are when it comes to time off for children. So perhaps we shouldn’t’ be thinking that women are the only ones who find this balance difficult.Sallee, M., Ward, K., & Wolf-Wendel, L. (2016). Can Anyone Have it All? Gendered Views on Parenting and Academic Careers. Innovative Higher Education, 41(3), 187–202. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10755-015-9345-4
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There are of course many things published on academic motherhood, especially lately. In 2011, Professor Mommy was published. It starts with a sad/funny anecdote about one of the authors at a job interview, 4 weeks post-birth, trying to pretend she’s childless at while leaking breast milk. The authors set out to challenge the false dichotomy of having to opt out or postpone motherhood due to the tenure and biological clocks being somewhat in sinc during a woman’s life cycle. It’s set up as a how-to guide for a successful journey from grad school to tenure as a parent; they felt these success story voices had not been heard to date. They do acknowledge men have their own struggles as academics/parents, but like all of these articles and books (and my own research) have chosen specifically to highlight the women’s experiences. The chapters are a mix of personal experience, informal interviews, and small sample surveys, though there is an extensive literature review. It’s full of advice, encouragement, and anecdotes. Other than the literature review, it’s not very scholarly, but it is interesting. Then in 2012 – the year my own son was born – two more books with similar titles were published on the topic. Academic motherhood: how faculty manage work and family is similar to professor mommy in its aim of encouraging potential mothers and countering the ‘it’s too hard to do both’ rhetoric. It is more scholarly than professor mommy in that it’s based on a longitudinal studies (these authors have published several earlier articles on the topic) with interviews with women who in 1998 were early in their tenure-track careers with kids < 5; they followed up with them mid-career, in 2008. Of the 120 women they interviewed, who averaged in age around mid-30s, 50% had one child and the average was less than 2. Most were satisfied at both stages of their career, but many were also happy where they were at assistant professor level positions – many weren’t terribly interested in going for full professor or administrative positions, but perhaps that was still to come. The authors also make recommendations, mostly in terms of family-friendly policies. This study was also focused on the US.The second anthology published this year had a bit more Canadian content: one of the authors and several contributors were from Canada. The editors provide a lengthy introduction in which they argue that for the most part, we have reached equality with men before we have kids; it’s the post-child stage which sets us back. Part of this they attribute to the ‘intensive mothering’ trend that exists today – and they blame this trend for reinforcing traditional gender roles, almost as a backlash to feminism (for those of you without kids, this attitude of being the perfect mother and attachment parenting and super involved that’s very pervasive right now). They argue that women not only end up with most of the domestic chores, but the emotional labour as well. Since the new normal is that of two working parents, it’s mothers who take the brunt of having to excel in both areas. This book isn’t quite as ‘rah rah you can do it’ – they really argue that motherhood penalizes women more in academia than in other professions. They make reference to several studies showing that both in and out of academia, men who are married and have children tend to do better than those without, while women do worse – I’ve also seen this referred to as the ‘fatherhood bonus/motherhood penalty’ in academic circles. While women who are more successful are less likely to marry and have children. This book also cites a CAUT study from 1988 in which they found that of all professions, university teachers was the profession which was equated with the least number of children; the same was found in a 2000 survey of US faculty. This is probably due largely to the timing issue; it’s fairly unique to academia that the tenure-attaining years are also the childbearing years. But it’s also due to what they call the ‘unbounded’ nature of both academia and parenthood – for both there is always more work to be done, which becomes overwhelming and somewhat incompatible. This is especially true in this intensive mothering phase we are in. This seems to affect mothers rather than fathers; fathers don’t have this same sense of perfection placed on them (just showing up is often enough). They also note that part-time work is largely unavailable to academics (the obvious exception being sessionals which women do tend to do more of) – again, something that could fix part of the problem (though I’m not sure how one bounds their research in part-time mode). The chapters are a combination of personal narrative and research, largely based on interviews, from contributors in Canada and the US.Finally, Do Babies Matter was published in 2013 – often cited, the authors again have been researching in this area for 10 years. It reinforces the stats that there are fewer women in the top ranks of academia; of those that are, fewer of them are married, and those that are have fewer children than the average. Women in the bottom ranks tend to have children more in line with the number of children had by men in all ranks. This book differs in that their sole focus is not women; they acknowledge that men suffer from some of this pressure and tenure clock tension during their prime years. But the results still tend largelyl to talk about women. Such as 1/3 of women on the tenure track before they have children have only one child; once tenured, women are twice as likely to be single 12 years later, either by staying single or being divorced. Men profs in a study had children at age 22-36; women age 36-40 (earlier Mason & Goulden study, 2004).But both academic men and women have fewer children than other professions such as law and medicine; this could be due to the tenure clock, or the unbounded nature of the work. They argue that family-friendly policies will help retain both men and women who might otherwise drop out of the academic world due to the pressures. Bias in hiring too: men are more likely to be hired with a spouse or child; women less so. Oddly, older children (>5) helped increase the chance of tenure for both men and women.So perhaps we are just a few years behind. Having a glance through these books provides a range from ‘how to do it’ to theoretical conversations – I think it would be interesting to compile a similar anthology on parenting and librarianship. 
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About a year ago, I posted on an academic librarian parents discussion group on Facebook posing this question. It’s mainly US librarians on there, but I wanted to get a sense if my instincts were true and if this might make for a viable study (would people actually talk to me about their reasons for remaining childless?). For the most part, I got many responses that many didn’t only have one child (actually several did, but reported their colleagues did not). It actually helped me formulate my thoughts around the idea a little more – and discouraged me from embarking on a full research project on the topic. But I still find it interestingthat so little has been written on the topic; maybe we don’t need more, maybe what’s there is enough, combined with the general academic motherhood literature.By the way – a friend also sent me a notice about the formation of a new ARLIS/NA Special Interest Group: Art Librarian Parents and Caregivers (ALPCa)! This SIG arose from a group of new and established librarian parents grappling with how to balance the often competing priorities of career and family. While there are many professional resources and groups for art librarians, none address the added dimension of parenthood or caregiving, a period during which additional support is critical for successfully managing both roles. A significant percentage of the Society will deal with the challenges of negotiating one’s role in the profession while simultaneously raising and caring for a family, encountering issues and making decisions that will subsequently impact their career. This group seeks to support this demographic by providing a forum for discussing federal and state family leave laws, flex-time, professional development, tenure or similar requirements, work-life balance, the negotiation of equal pay, better benefits, and improved childcare options. Advocacy and support for ARLIS/NA members and for parents and caregivers more generally will also be a focus. So there are these pockets of support!



Did not mention marital status or having 
children as a factor in research 
productivity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hoffmann, K., Berg, S., & Koufogiannakis, D. (2017). Understanding Factors that Encourage Research Productivity for Academic Librarians. Evidence Based Library and Information Practice, 12(4), 102-128. https://doi.org/10.18438/B8G66FIn this very recent article by Hoffman, Berg & Koufogiannakis, they did a large survey of Canadian academic librarians to determine factors that affected research productivity. While their survey included marital status and caring for dependents as questions, they were not found to have a significant effect on research output. Which is really interesting. (if the authors are here I’d be interested to have a chat!) Perhaps that emphasis on organizational ability, focus and efficiency lends itself well to research progress? 



2012 REPORT

- Canadian women in academia have fewer 

children than male counterparts;

US data shows women faculty start families later

- women in lower academic positions

- women do more household work and childcare

http://www.scienceadvice.ca/en/assessments/completed/women-researchers.aspx
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This 2012 report cites many of the authors of these books I’ve talked about, and reinforces some of those same messages but with some Canadian data (though a bit older)Summarized some of the potential solutions I’ve seen in other places as well: providing funding for substitutes during grant holder’s leave; extending grants; grants for travel expenses to bring children and caregivers; holiday care for school children; on-campus & emergency child care; stopping tenure clocks (already done at most, including mine); flexible working conditions; reduced/modified workload or job sharing. Notes that leaves aren’t always extended to men, and that many use leaves for research/writing, so raises expectations that others will do the same (my experience – neuroscientist). Shockingly, 2008 study of economics profs showed only 55% of faculty use stopping tenure clock policies (though it could be the men skew the average) – Canada and US data, my sense is US are less likely as it’s less generous and less common. Pressure to keep going. Even suggested having flexible benefits for housecleaning, childcare, or other domestic labour. STP committees need to understand career gaps / not penalize.Argue that promoting flexibility and balance for profs leads to better teachers, who are more sensitive to their students. Can’t be one-dimensional. Will lose talented researchers.I am fortunate in that I usually drop my child in Saskatoon for conferences to stay with my parents (if extended period of time); husband works in industry that is busy during conference season. Easy to do in Regina; not so easy when heading to Wales, but I have made it work so far and haven’t been questioned on the expenses. Not everyone so lucky, and the inability to network at events and conferences can be seriously detrimental to some people’s careers (not to mention the inability to add presentations to your CV, and the benefits of workshopping a paper at a conference before publishing)
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Presentation Notes
From an earlier article by Mason et al (2004) as reported in Canadian report: men with children = 32 hours on domestic (housework + caring); women with children 50 hours (18 hrs / week more)Total hours working: women = 101; men 88Cites another US study (2010) : women scientists do 2x as much housework as men & close to that ratio for childcare as well (and elder care)



Source: Strengthening Canada’s Research Capacity: The Gender Dimension
http://www.scienceadvice.ca/en/assessments/completed/women-researchers.aspx



Source: Strengthening Canada’s Research Capacity: The Gender Dimension
http://www.scienceadvice.ca/en/assessments/completed/women-researchers.aspx



Source: Strengthening Canada’s Research Capacity: The Gender Dimension
http://www.scienceadvice.ca/en/assessments/completed/women-researchers.aspx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the percentage of women and men professors from 30 to 44 years old, by family status in Canada – 10 year old data, but you can see that those married profs without children are about equal numbers men/women; differs once you add in children.faculty member: PhD holder and a university professor and working full-year, full-time in a university children is defined as a child age five or less present in the home.



HOW DO WE COMPARE TO OTHER CANADIANS?

Canadian Population (2016 census)

26% couples without children

26% couples with children

= 52% in a couple

9% single parent families

28% one person household

(11% ‘other’)

Librarians (2016 CAPAL census)

68.5% married/common law

21.7% single

(9.7% ‘other’)

Source: Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population 
“Portrait of Households and Families in Canada”  

Source: 2016 Census of Canadian Academic Librarians 
User Guide and Results Summary 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/access_acces/alternative_alternatif.action?l=eng&loc=/pub/11-627-m/11-627-m2017024-eng.pdf http://capalibrarians.org/2016/12/the-2016-census-of-canadian-academic-librarians-user-guide-and-results-summary-report/ The stats don’t show that the % of married/single is much different from the general population; if anything, there are more married people and less singles than in the general Canadian population (so there goes the spinster / bachelor stereotype…)
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Presentation Notes
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/access_acces/alternative_alternatif.action?l=eng&loc=/pub/11-627-m/11-627-m2017024-eng.pdf 
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https://www12.statcan.gc.ca/census-recensement/2016/dp-pd/prof/details/page.cfm?Lang=E&Geo1=PR&Code1=01&Geo2=PR&Code2=01&Data=Count&SearchText=Canada&SearchType=Begins&SearchPR=01&B1=Families,%20households%20and%20marital%20status&TABID=1 
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Source: 2016 Census of Canadian Academic Librarians 
User Guide and Results Summary 
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Presentation Notes
So… according to our latest census, anyway, my inclination wasn’t right. While a large number don’t have children, that’s not so different from the general population… and more have two children than one (and maybe some of those one-child people are still thinking of adding to their families). BUT this doesn’t separate by gender; the men’s average could be driving it up. (Wondered too late if CAPAL could extract this info from the survey, but didn’t want to send anyone into a last-minute panic).
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Presentation Notes
Obviously a trend in both parents working (1976-2014 Labour Force Survey) https://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/75-006-x/2015001/article/14202-eng.htm#a4 This is 69% of couples with children, ¾ of which are full-timeThis same report indicates that stay-at-home mothers were twice as likely to have more than two young children as working mothers.Canadian Women also spend on average 50% more time on unpaid work including childcare, elder care, and housework than men (slightly higher in prairie provinces). As reported by the CBC from the 2015 Stats Can time use surveyhttp://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/men-women-housework-unpaid-statistics-canada-1.4141367
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Presentation Notes
The representation of women among full-time, permanent university teachers increased steadily over 2002 to 2015, growing from 32.9% to 44.8% over the period. In 2016, this proportion dropped to 38.2%. The representation of women among full-time, permanent college and other vocational instructors is much more established, at 45.7% in 2002,  making up a slight majority in several years (51.5% in 2004, 52.6% in 2008, and 51.7% in 2014), ending the period at 46.7% in 2016. The representation of women in the overall workforce grew slightly from a level of 43.8% in 2002 to 45.8% in 2016.
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Presentation Notes
What do you see? Are your workplaces full of childless, tenure-seeking librarians? Or do you think the potential lack of children is simply equal to other academic disciplines? Do you fear having children, or think your children hurt your productivity and advancement? Or has having children been an asset to your career as a librarian? Or… were you drawn to academic librarianship because it seemed suitable for people who didn’t want children? Do you think something about our personalities prevents having children?
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